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\A/HAT IS ROUGH DRAFT ?

ROUGH DRAFT
A prelimenary outline for expanding the limits of fun and creativity....
A chance for new and unusual opportunities for intense experiences
'to stretc±i the limits push the envoloc>e'

RCU&J BRAPT and when it works - it works 1

• Louis r--. Brill

I see this as a kind of participatory pre-school for adults, in that it can
be an outlet to get together for any type of activity that is
self-expressive, explores the world in a new way, or is just plain fun. I

would like to see it be a supp>ortive forum where anybody feels comfortable
putting on an event or class, amd a group where people feel comfortable
playing with different creative processes even if the product doesn't come
out to be hip and polished. . Saffron

Reality Is more fun thaji anything you can Imagine

Joe 'ffelnsteln

Rough Draft is a place where displaced extraterrestrials, dreamers,
artists, urban necromacers, inspired game players, esoteric scholars,
wandering spirits, playful adults and wiley children can explore their
ideas and desires , and present them without restrictions. It is a

__ place to subvert our own and other peoples shopworn personal realities.

• Lance Alexander

I'm going Into this with very little expectation. Suprise me.

Sandy Hatch

ROUGH DRAFT is a clearinghouse / newsletter where anyone who wants to
do anything that would Involve people in a creative, novel or partici-
patory activity can list it. These can be events, performances, classes
projects, .. .or whatever you want. The process is openended and and by
comming to an event or listing one in the newsletter, you become an
active and equal partner in the creation of ROUGH DRAFT

ROUGH DRAFT has no rules, no meetings, no officers, and no permanent staff.
There is no consensus about what it is or where its going. Right now it's
a name and an address. It is extreemly open ended and invites active
participation.

To participate send us a write-up of your event, class, project or what-
ever. All we ask is.

1) Make it clear to the participants wnat you want them to do: where
you weint them to meet, at what time, what they should bring or
where they should write or call, etc. Be specific.

2) Have your write-up and/or Illustrations camera ready so that all
the newsletter editor has to do paste it down to the newsletter
and xerox it. Failure to do this could conceivably lead to errors
unintentional or otherwise by the editor, for which he will take

J absolutly HO responsibility.

3) We ask that no organized religious or political groups use ROUGH

DRAFT to spread their fetishs and obsessions. We're not here to

propagandize people.

4) Be responsible. What goes around, comes around.

5) The deadline for the next newsletter is Sept. 19th.
Send write-ups to:

ROUGH DRAFT
BOX 199
90A Irving St.
San franclsco.CA

9A122
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HELP NEEDED
"I need someone to do a little discreet detective work

me. There Is some Information I need gathered before
y... Well anyway, It's urgent and I can't let anyone elseknow I ve got it. if you're discovered or If you find your-self being tailed you'll have to use your own resources.
^V^Za 1°^ consider a disguise? Frankly this area Is getting

S,T?t'.^?
jou won't be the only one looking for the goods?but it 8 imparltlve that no one suspects that you're aftermy InTo, or else all hell could break loose.

Think it over, if you want the Job call 845-8747

COKIBG IN OCTOBER:

Louie Brill's Smorgasbord of Physical Slcllls, Lunch with Zlvls and
two Halloween events;

EKTER THS UNKNOWN

An intense event scheduled for October 31

Not for the squeamish nor those who think that Gary Wame has been reduced
to ashes. Limit of twenty by application. More details commlng.

L 41ALLOWS EWE (Friday, OctoDer 31st), 10:A5 p.m., Berkeley

We've put together a special, spooky Halloween event just for you!
The event is scheduled late to accommodate parties beforehand (and
-^ossibly afterward). Hint: wear your craziest, zaniest costume.

ase bring: $7.00, flashlight, blindfold, plus a $2.00 BART ticket.
We will meet at the North Berkeley BART station. Please be on time!
P.S. Bring a water gun if you have one (no dart guns, please.)
Event will end by 1:30 a.m.

Elaine Affronti
(564-1349)
Jean Moshofsky
(please, n£ phone
calls before Oct. 10)

TO^RECE^JE FUTURE COPIES OF THE ROUGH DRAFT NFrfSLETTER, SElvD:

1) Six self addressed stamped envelopes, AND

2) Two dollars in CASH to: ROUGH DRAFT
BOX 199
904 IRVING ST.
S.F., CA, 94122
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"I need someone to do a little discreet detective workfor me. There is some information I need gathered before
my... Well anyway, it's urgent and I can't let anyone elseknow I ve got it. If you're discovered or if you find your-self being tailed you'll have to use your own resources,
rfould you consider a disguise? Frankly this area is getting
crowded so you won't be the only one looking for the goods,
but it B imparitlve that no one suspects that you*re after
my info, or else all hell could break loose.

^^ Think it over. If you want the Job call 643-8747

\A/HAT IS ROUGH DRAFT ?

ROUGH DRAFT
A prelimenary outline for expanding the limits of fun and creativity....
A chance for new and unusual opportunities for intense experiences
'to stretch the limits push the envolope'
ROUGH DRAFT and when it works - it works !

Louis K. Brill

I see this as a kind of participatory pre-school for adults, in that it can
be an outlet to get together for any type of activity that is
self-expressive, explores the world in a new way, or is just plain fun. I
would like to see it be a supportive forum where anybody feels comfortable
rmtting on an event or class, and a group where people feel comfortable
playing with different creative processes even if the product doesn't come
out to be hip and polished. „ _.

Saffron
Reality Is more fun than anything you can Imagine

Joe Weinsteln
Rough Draft Is a place where displaced extraterrestrials, dreamers,
artists, urban necromacers, inspired game players, esoteric scholars,
wandering spirits, playful adults and wiley children can explore their
ideas and desires , and present them without restrictions. It is a
place to subvert our own and other peoples shopworn personal realities.

Lance Alexander

I'm going into this with very little expectation. Suprise me.

Sandy Hatch

ROUGH DRA?T is a clearinghouse / newsletter where anyone who wants to
do anything that would involve people in a creative, novel or partici-
patory activity can list it. These can be events, performances, classes,
pro jects, . . .or whatever you want. The process is openended and and by
comming to an event or listing one in the newsletter, you become an
active and equal partner in the creation of ROUGH DRAFT

FOR MORE INFORMATIOIM

about participating in Rough Draft, including times and/or locations
of all the events listed here;

1

)

Send a self addressed stamped envelope to : ROUGH DRAFT
BOX 199
904 Irving St.

OR San Francisco, CA—
. 94122

2) Come to our first event. The Par Course on Sept. 13 (see other
side) and V7e will give you a copy of the nevrsletter



ROOGH DRAFT ^^

BOX 199, 904 IRVING STREET, SAN FRANCISCO , CA , 9^122

THE PAR COURSE
Saturday, Sept. 13, '^ :0C p.m.
r.eet In front of the Transamerlca Pyramid
This event Is designed to challenge, confront and entertain the participants
This Is not a standard par course. Instead It uses The City Itself as bothobjectives and obstacles ,

Wear comfortable, layered clothing, good walking shoes, and money for busfare and miscellaneous expenses. ^'tSS^,

Sandy

2:30 to A:PO.
Please bring

re! We will assemble at
n San Francisco at 11:30 a.m. sharp
bar 20th. Arriving at the Faire at

hot and tired will take a break at
ter (possibly the ocean) from about

We will leave the Faire at closing time (6:00
$11.50 for Faire admission ($1.00 off with pink

pages coupon), money for food and drivers, plus towel
bathing suit and sun accouterments.
inv i ted .

Renaissance costume

MASK MAKING SeDtember 21, 2PM

An afternoon, and maybe evening, of creating and playing with
plaster-of-paris and paper-cut masks, with the emphasis on self-expression
and fun, rather than "Art". Saffron

MIDNIGHT PICNIC (tenebrous gluttony)

September 27, 10:45 p.m.

F.Stuffing our faces in dark and unusual places within the S

city limits. An ongoing project... Be sure to bring your
sense of humor as well as one good true story. Also bring;

Warm layered clothing for a cold and possibly wet/foggy night
Sturdy shoes — A gourmet potluck dish for five people
A flashllte A piece of firewood An ID A daypact
carry all this stuff in A car if you have one
[optional, if you want to sleep where you eat, bring a
ground sheet and a sleeping bag....) t„^^^ o t^ i' & e

/ Lance ^: Louis

to

norm's theory shoppe
4:00 p.m., Sunday, September 28

BRING:

a) Toree outlandish yet plausible theories;
b) Money for beer;
c) Your best question-asking ability.

John Dowdell

d
UJ

>





::&!!:': to RSCEIYE rough draft every MONTH:
WM^ 1) Send 3lx SASEs and $2.00 CASH

2) Send $4.00 CASH k your address

ROUGH DRAFT
BOX 199
904 IRVING ST.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94l22



ROUGH DRAFT is an opportunity for displaced extraterrestrials, dreamers, artists,
urban necromancers, inspired gaune players, esoteric scholcirs , wandering spirits,
playful adults and wiley children to explore their ideas and desires without
restrictions. We invite you to participate with us in subverting old realities anc^

creating new ones.

DIA DE LOS MUERTOS-DAY OF THE DEAD SUNDAY NOV. 2, 6:00 PM

31-A Dearborn (between 17th & 18th street)

This Mexican holiday is celebrated in San Francisco at
Galeria De La Raza with an art exhibit and a candle-lit
procession. We'll meet at 6 to paint our faces as skulls (or you
canpainton a half mask), and leave for the Galeria at 6:30 P.M.

Bring donation for Galeria and for face paints and wear warm clothes.

THE PLAYGROUNDS OF SAN FRANCISCO SAT., NOV. 8th, 7:00 P.M.

Meet at the baseball diamond, 7th Ave. & Lincoln

If one implicit ideal of this group is to use the City as a

playground, tonight we'll pursue that goal literally by

visiting the best playgrounds in San Francisco, and without
having to compete wit the greedy little nippers who selfishly hog
the seesaws and monkey bars during daylight hours. Today's
playgrounds have all sorts of creative, high-tech toys unheard
of when we were kids, and most childless adults don't even know
they exist. Under cover of darkness, we can explore them, and
act as playful and/or childish as we wish and without some
snotty three year olds screeching in our ears.

Bring vehicles and a potluck meal, and wear loose, layered
clothes and sneakers.

Gregor

INTERHOLTELIC GALACTIC MANEUVERS
Do you yearn for excitement? The far reaches of space?
Fancy clothing you're too embarassed to wear anywhere except your
bathroom?

Yearn no more, O starstruck travelers.
Join us for the infamous galactic battles of legends past.

The time has come to don our absolutely most stunning attire
(tuxedos and gowns or the closest equilivant) and repair to the
inner reaches of species decay (otherwise known as downtown), to
there engage in a battle of stealth, brains, and quick-witted
maneuvers in alien territory.

BRING: $$$ for eating later.
Stunning outfits with comfortable shoes.
Umbrella in case of rain (the game is played indoors, but we
will be outdoors for short periods).

MEET: Friday, November 14th, 8:15 P.M. sharp, on the steps of
Grace Cathedral at Taylor and California.

The Galactic Interloper



WE'RE GOING TO GIVE YOU ANOTHER CHANCE I I

After returning from our tr?.p to Acapulco with all our winnings
from the last race, we thought we'd give you suckers ah, I mean
fortunate individuals another chance at rediscovering the joys
of watching extremely short, skinny men in weird suits ride
beauteaous creatures around a race track. Experience the
sensation of complete lunacy as your horse comes around the
track, ahead of the pack, changing to utter desolation as he
falls behind to fourth place. This stuff isn't very addictive-—
you need lots of money for that but it is fun.

BRING: At least $10.00 and sunscreen if it's nice out.

OPTIONAL: There's picnic tables out on the grass if anyone's
inclined to bring a food feast. Otherwise figure on hot dogs,
pizza, and beer.

MEET: On Sunday, November 16th, 12 noon at the Southeast corner
of Diamond and Bosworth (in front of the Bart Station).

A. Hatch&Madame Blavatsky

WASH & WEAR ART Nov. Ibth, 2:00 P.M.

An afternoon of printing and stamping t-shirts or other fabric items

BRING $3.00 towards cost of textile paints, at least one white or

light colored t-shirt or other fabric item to decorate, any
rubber stamps or paint brushes you own, and wear clothing you can
get messy in.

Where: 31-A Dearborn street, (between 17th & 18th, Guerrero & Valencia)
if lost, call 552-1860

VIDEO NIGHT AT MS. TREE'S Tuesday, November 18, 7:J0pm

We'll watch strange and exotic videos, and eat popcorn and other

movie fare, surrounded by other eager and expectant souls. CALL
564-8689 with your movie suggestions, to make a reservation, and

to find out the location.
MS. TREE

EAT AND BE POISONED

A mysterious game of death and eating.

You must wear mysterious clothing, i.e. trenchcoats, .'arge
hats, seedy clothes, etc.

You must bring exceptional food: main entrees, salads, or
amazing desserts.

You must be prepared for an unknown game of intrigue,
suspense, and death.

And bring an appetite. (heh,heh,heh. . . .

)

MEET: Saturday, November 22nd, 7:00 sharp, at the S.E. corner
of Diamond and Bosworth (in front of the Glen Park BART station).

J & S

TO RECIEVE ROUGH DRAFT EVERY MONTH:
1) send six SASEs and $2.00 cash

or to:
2) send $4.00 cash & your address

ROUGH DRAFT
BOX 199
904 IRVING ST.

S.F. CA. 94122



**THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE SAN FRANCISCO CACOPHANY SOCIETY**

DECEMBER 1986 ISSUE #4

POETRY BREAKFAST IN THE WOODS

Start your day right with vitamin fortified poetryl
Commune with nature by the dawn's early light and a hot cup o'

Joei Share doughnuts with Dickinson. ..granola with Ginsberg *

coffee n" Keats.

Here's the picture: In a secluded spot in the forest perfectly
suited for the- recitation of poetry and the consumption of food,
we will assemble early in the morning, and each of us will recite
a favorite poem (poets bring your own), and share a hearty meal
as the sun slowly warms our noses. Gainfully employed workers
should have plenty of time to get to work.

BRING: a favorite poem and some breakfast food to share.
Candles optional. Dress warmly.

MEET: Ninth Ave. entrance to Stybing Arboretum (near Lincoln Way)
by 6:45 A.M. Wed., December 10.

IF IT RAINS: let's try December 17.
for Info: Tom 387-R0"51

VIDEOS AT MR. REES ' Friday, December 12, 2:00pm til ?

We're going to watch strange and exotic videos again. ..but with
more space to accomodate people and more time to watch tapes.
Bring your favorite tapes, either commercial or one of a kind,
Sc/oT food to share, Sc/or money for beer and sodas. CALL 661-4121
with your movie suggestions, to make a reservation, and to find
out the location.

MR . REE

THE CHURCH AT THE TOP OF THE WORLD Saturday, December 13,
900 p.m. SHARP

A possibly dangerous, but uplifting assult on the heavens. A
profane ascent to view the world from on high.

Wear very dark, loose, layered clothing and rubber soled shoes
that grip surfaces. Leave your backpacks at home. Bring ID, no
drugs or alcohol

We'll eat nearby afterwards. Postponed by rain.

Call 444-4371 before December 12 to reserve a spot and get the
meeting location.

ASHLEY WEST

AMAZING TRAVEL TALES Monday, December 15, 8:00 p.m.

Watch the bus ahead of yours go off a cliff? Embarassed yourself
in a foreign language? Gotten a lift from a psychopath?

All adventurous travelers and would-be travelers are welcome to
come and talk it up. Anyone with encouraging words and good
advice about traveling in Mexico and Central America are
especially welcome.

MEET AT: Cafe Picaro, 3120 16th St., between Valencia and
Guerrero
(Look for the person with the copy of this newsletter {don't be
shy))

SAFFRON

FUTURE EVENTS Thursday, December 18, 7:30 p.m.
1323 11th Ave., San Francisco

There will be a very informal gathering to talk about where Rough
Draft is headed and to plan future events. If you have ideas you
would like to share with us, assistance to offer, or would like
help organizing a project or event, please join us. For more
information: Lance 661-4121



"Eleven percent of the worlds population has no conscience"
Phil

(after having his car stolen and
being mugged all on the same day)

SERENADING SAN FRANCISCO Friday, December 19, 7:00

We will stroll, chomp, and sing Christmas carols. Dress warmly,
wear comfortable shoes; bring song sheets and portable eats. Call
444-4371 with suggested caroling locations or for more info.

MEET AT: Cable car turnaroud, foot of California Street

LAURA i. DEB

AT HOME WITH THE TOAD FAMILY

Thursday, December 25, 10:00 a, through late evening

We are going to hang out at home all day on Christmas. If you

tire of running around opening presents and stuffing your face ,

come by our house and visit us. We'll fires in the fireplaces,
nice people, soft places to sit or lie, and some friendly non-
Christian Christmas cheer. Bring somthing to eat or drink
leftovers are welcome, the food is for nibbling.

1504 Golden Gate, down the hill from Divisadero. Park in the

school lot.

TOAD TERRIFIC & COLEMAN GNU

TRUTH OR DARE Saturday , December 27, 7:00 p.m.

Some secret you've been concealing? Have a sadistic desire to
embarass others? Come to this game of self-revalation and absurd
pranks. Bring plenty of secrets you don't want to tell anyone,
and absurd and disgusting substances (clean out the refrigerator)
for use in 'dares'. (Wear old clothes, ed.)

MEET AT: S.E. of Diamond and Bosworth
station

.

at the Glenn Park Bart

SANDY

YOU BET YOUR LIFE
(or "Chico's Revenge")

Saturday, December 28, 12:30 p.m.

Do you like adventure? Suspense? The roar of the crowd? The
smell of a good cigar? One of the above???

Enter an unknown game of chance and circumstance at a mysterious
location. Winners will come away happy and rich. Losers will
eat their shirts and be the wiser for it.

To play the game you must bring $10.00 and send a postcard with
your home adress and phone # to: Chico's Revenge, P.O.Box 210154
S.F., CA 94121. Applications must be received by December 26th.

dedn
^ lov'se, ^Bndy

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS FOR THE NEXT ISSUE IS DECEMBER 20th
Send them to us at P.O.Box 199, 904 Irving St. S.F., CA 94122

TO RECIEVE ROUGH DRAFT EVERY MONTH:
1) send six SASEs and $2.00 cash

or
2) send $4.00 cash & your address

to:

ROUGH DRAFT
BOX 199
904 IRVING ST.
S.F. CA. 94122

Please let us know which issue you want us to start your
subscription with. This is issue #4.


